An efficient scheme for identifying semantic entities within data sets such as multimedia documents, scenes, signals, and so forth, is proposed in this work. Expression of semantic entities in terms of syntactic properties is modelled with appropriately defined finite automata, which also model the identification procedure. Based on the structure and properties of these automata, formal definitions of attained validity and certainty and also required complexity are defined as metrics of identification efficiency. The main contribution of the paper relies on organizing the identification and search procedure in a way that maximizes its validity for bounded complexity budgets and reversely minimizes computational complexity for a given required validity threshold. The associated optimization problem is solved by using dynamic programming. Finally, a set of experiments provides insight to the introduced theoretical framework.
INTRODUCTION
Semantic analysis of multimedia data tends to become a necessity in applications coping with the need to organize and/or understand digital content and provide high levels of interaction between humans and computers. It is against this background that researchers have recently put great effort on developing semantic extraction algorithms and frameworks for standardizing semantic descriptions, such as the MPEG-7. Moreover, interesting automatic annotation schemes for multimodal data sets have been proposed (see, e.g., [1] ).
The procedure of semantic search/indexing is essentially equivalent to the computation of the degree that a semantic entity (e.g., an event, an object, a concept, etc.,) is identified within a particular environment (e.g., a multimedia document [2] [3] [4] , especially in the framework of MPEG-7 [5, 6] , a scene in computer vision applications [7, 8] , a set of multisensor measurements in the case of surveillance systems, etc.).
In the framework of this work, the identification procedure relies on a simple type of knowledge base, which contains formal definitions of all searchable semantic entities. In fact, a hierarchical scheme is adopted where each semantic entity is defined by decomposing it into either "simpler" semantic entities or elementary properties that can be quantified and are reserving the name syntactic entities. Very naturally, identification of a particular semantic entity decomposes to identify all or a subset of the syntactic entities that either directly or indirectly participate to its definition. The involved computations and the resulting identification degrees correspond to fuzzy operations and membership values in our setup, respectively.
Fuzzy inference computations are assumed to obey the "modus ponens" approach, for example, a semantic entity A is decomposed to the (simpler) semantic and/or syntactic entities X, Y , Z in the sense that identification of any of X, Y , Z implies identification of A to a certain degree (relation value) F AX , F AY , F AZ ∈ [0, 1], respectively. The whole collection of (i) semantic entities definitions, (ii) algorithms employed to quantify syntactic entities, (iii) relation values, constitute what we call "semantic encyclopedia" (see also [9, 10] and references therein for similar definitions of semantic encyclopedias). The construction of a semantic encyclopedia as a means to bridge the so-called "semantic gap" is not a trivial task at all and is the subject of much ongoing research.
However, present work assumes the existence of such an encyclopedia and focuses on two main contributions regarding its use for semantic search and indexing. The first is the modelling of the use of the aforementioned "semantic" hierarchical schemes by means of finite automata. The second, and the most important, is the design of efficient methods for the computation of identification degrees taking into account the tradeoff between limitations of computational cost (i.e., algorithmic complexity) versus obtained validity of the identification.
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A few comments are in order for the second target of the paper. Semantic identification is powerful and flexible due to its ability to collect and rank information and to make inference on the basis of a set-call it scope hereafter-of versatile measured features (corresponding to the aforementioned syntactic entities). The number of these features may grow exponentially with respect to the level of "semanticness." If for example semantic entity A is defined on the basis of semantic entities B and C, the scope of A is equal to the union of the scopes of B and C and so forth. In addition, the richer and more detailed the semantic encyclopedia is, the larger the scope of each semantic entity becomes. For a given encyclopedia, the most valid answer regarding the identification or not of a certain semantic entity is achieved when all syntactic features included in its scope have been evaluated. Unfortunately, this may be impossible in practice; evaluation of each single syntactic feature consumes processing power (corresponding to the computational complexity of an associated algorithm) and the accumulated processing cost may exceed the available resources. This is particularly evident in realtime and/or bulky search/indexing procedures where hard limits on computational budget are inevitable (see [11] ). Present work proposes optimization strategies that allow for selecting this subset of the scope that yields maximum validity under computational budget constraints. The dual problem is also solved, that is, that of selecting those syntactic features whose algorithmic evaluation yields some preset level of validity at the minimum computational cost. Formal expressions of complexity and validity are derived and the optimization problem is expressed as a variant of the so-called knapsack problem that is solved by using dynamic programming.
Section 2 is devoted to the formal definition of semantic and syntactic entities as elements of the semantic encyclopedia. Fuzzy sets approach is extensively used to describe the dependance of semantic entities on lower-level semantic or syntactic features. Decomposition of the definition of (complex) semantic entities to syntactic features alone is formalized within this section as well.
Modelling of semantic identification procedures by means of finite automata is introduced in Section 3. Finite automata operating on an alphabet consisting of the syntactic features (or equivalently the associated evaluation algorithms) describe the stages of a semantic search procedure. Within the same section, the aforementioned formal expressions for validity and complexity are introduced in conjunction with expressions for certainty, that is, the final outcome of the identification procedure which corresponds to the degree (a fuzzy quantity) up to which a particular semantic entity has been identified within the processed data.
In Section 4, we formally state the problem of finding the tradeoff between validity and complexity as a typical constrained optimization problem while in Section 5, we propose efficient algorithms for solving this optimization problem by means of dynamic programming.
A set of experiments is presented in Section 6 in order to illustrate the use of the proposed semantic encyclopedia and to provide insight regarding the proposed optimization scheme. The first is a more or less didactic example that adopts a simple semantic definition of a "table drawing." The next experiment tests the applicability of the proposed tools to the popular framework of sport-event annotation. The last one evaluates the proposed optimization scheme on largesized definition scopes providing experimental statistics supporting the argument that by optimally selecting the subset of syntactic features to be evaluated may yield significant validity scores even for low complexity budgets. Finally, comments on the obtained results and a listing of open issues have been included in our last section.
FUZZY SEMANTIC ENCYCLOPEDIA
As stated before, our approach heavily relies on the existence of a semantic encyclopedia, which consists of definitions of high-level semantic entities in terms of other semantic entities, or lower-level measurable features (syntactic entities).
Syntactic entities
As syntactic feature t, we define any measurable quantity (e.g., brightness, frequency, straightness, etc.,) that can be obtained by applying a corresponding algorithm τ on the given data set (e.g., a scene, an image, a signal, etc.). For simplicity, we assume real-valued syntactic features, either 1-dimensional (e.g., brightness on R), or multidimensional (e.g., color on R 3 ).
A syntactic entity or property y i (t) ∈ [0, 1] is a fuzzy set [12] on a syntactic feature t. For instance, the property "very bright" is defined on the feature "brightness" and the property "red" is defined on the feature color. We assign the label Y i to a particular syntactic entity y i (t) and assume a finite set Y = {Y i } of such labels corresponding to the entire collection of syntactic entities of interest.
It is essential to point out that the aforementioned computational cost of the search procedure refers to the algorithms τ employed for measuring the data set under examination. Let t τ be a feature evaluated by employing the algorithm τ, then τ is used to assess the degree μ Yi ≡ y i (t τ ) up to which the particular data set assumes property Y i .
Semantic entities
The term semantic entity refers to higher-level objects or concepts that cannot be directly measured and are closer to human perception. We assign each semantic entity a label E i ∈ E, where E is the set of all semantic entities considered.
The semantic encyclopedia is built on the assumption that each semantic entity can be described using other lowerlevel semantic as well as syntactic entities. We also assume that multiple descriptions of the same entity are allowed. Considering the descriptions depicted in Figure 1 , entity A is described in two different ways: one in terms of a and d and another in terms of a and C. C is also a semantic entity and is in turn described by b and c. Notice that lowercase and uppercase letters denote syntactic and semantic entities, respectively. Following a "modus ponens" approach, according to the first description, existence of a and b implies existence of A. Thus the encyclopedia employs just the implication operator. This choice is not restrictive, however; depending on the needs of each application, one may choose to construct the encyclopedia using mathematical logics with more expressive power, such as description logics (see, e.g., [13, 14] ).
Definitions
In most cases, existence of a set of entities (a and b in the example above) implies the existence of a semantic entity up to a certain degree, that is, we cannot provide strict descriptions of semantic entities, whose meaning is often objective or depends on the environment in which they are used. Hence the presented qualitative description of a semantic entity on the basis of simpler entities can be enriched by more quantitative information, regarding the degree of relation between a semantic entity and its successors, by considering the semantic entities as fuzzy sets whose members are the entities participating in the description.
Consider the set S ≡ Y E of all semantic and syntactic entities. The importance of each entity participating in a description is quantified by an associated weight, which can be considered as an element of a fuzzy relation on S × S. For a particular semantic entity E k ∈ E in a description J, we define
We define as a primary definition E kJ of E k in terms of J the discrete fuzzy set
Note that, for example, identification of S 1 implies existence of E kJ up to the degree F kJ1 . Moreover, since there can be more than one alternative description for an entity, providing different amount of information about it, we define as reliability m kJ of a description J of E k a real number in [0, 1] measuring the quality and the amount of information provided by J. Equivalently, m kJ is the degree up to which the particular description characterizes E k . Figure 2 shows examples of primary definitions corresponding to the descriptions of Figure 1 . Notice that entity A has two alternative definitions A J1 and A J2 . Definitions of the form of (1) 
Figure 2: Primary definitions: two alternative definitions for semantic entity A and one for C.
the form
In our approach, every primary definition E kJ can be transformed into a detailed one by replacing the semantic entities of J with their corresponding definitions and by repeating this procedure recursively. Resulting from the substitution procedure, a multiplicity of alternative detailed definitions for E k may occur. This is due to the existence of more than one definitions for its successors S i .
Generation of detailed definitions
Substitution of a semantic entity requires the assignment of new relevance factor values (weights) to the definition that occurs. Consider again the example of Figure 2 . By substituting C in the description J 1 , we come up with a new description J d of A which depends on the syntactic entities a and b and the corresponding definition A Jd ,
We use a fuzzy intersection operator (t-norm) I for the "transition" from A J1 to b via C, including the reliability of the definition C J3 , that is,
The same does not apply for the calculation of F AJda , since A J1 is related with a in two different ways: directly with F AJ1a and via C J3 with I(F AJ1C , I(m J3C , F CJ3b )). We use a fuzzy union operator (t-conorm) to combine these two values, hence
Replacing F AJda and F AJdb ( (5) and (4)) in (3) produces the definition A Jd of A.
Complexity of semantic identification: an example
As an example of a semantic encyclopedia, consider using the WordNet database [15] in order to perform semantic identification in text documents. A traditional textual query is essentially a single string matching operation on the available documents. However, we may perform semantic identification on these documents if we search for strings that imply the entity corresponding to the given string. For example, efficient retrieval of text documents related to the semantic entity "medicine" (in the sense of medical specialty) involves searching for multiple strings directly or indirectly associated with medicine, such as "medical science" (synonym), "pathology" (coordinate term), "cardiology" (hyponym), "radiotherapy" (domain term), and so forth, building a definition of the form (1). Hence, each of these semantic entities is defined by a syntactic feature (the corresponding string) and other semantic entities it is possibly associated with (such as the ones mentioned above, in the case of medicine). For this example, the number of syntactic entities that need to be evaluated in the corresponding detailed definition (i.e., the number of string matching operations that need to be performed) in order to identify "medicine" in a single text document sums up to 296 and the complexity issues involved with semantic identification become apparent. In the context of image or video identification, these string matching operations are replaced by feature extraction and image analysis algorithms, with significantly higher orders of complexity. Note that the assignment of appropriate relevance factors F to the definitions that occur is not a trivial task and if not done manually, neuro-fuzzy or softcomputing training methods may be applied to this end. It is worth to mention that even a set of conventional algorithms used for semantic identification within image or video data can take the form of a "mini" semantic encyclopedia containing detailed definitions that involve tens of syntactic entities. An example of building a semantic tree from such a set of identification algorithms is displayed in Section 6.2.
The following sections deal with the problem of identifying semantic entities within multimedia documents and controlling the computational complexity of this process.
SEMANTIC IDENTIFICATION

Modelling via automata
Elementary automaton
Considering the simplest possible definition A J of a semantic entity A depending on a single syntactic entity a, (2) takes the form A J = F AJa /a. Thus, to identify the entity A in a document, only employment of algorithm a ∈ Σ is required, where Σ denotes the entire set of algorithms under consideration and we chose to label the algorithm borrowing the name of the corresponding syntactic entity. Thus, identification of A begins when the algorithm a is employed and finishes when a has run. This procedure can be represented by the automaton depicted in Figure 3 (a), which we call elementary automaton.
Augmented automaton
In order to represent more complex definitions (and the corresponding identification procedures), based on the evaluation of multiple syntactic properties, we use operations on elementary automata, namely intersection and union, as they are defined in [16] . It turns out that an automaton modelling a single definition of the general form of (2) occurs after repeated intersection of all elementary automata corresponding to each single term F kJdi /Y i . Moreover, when more than one alternative primary definitions are available, the whole process is represented by the union of the finite automata corresponding to each definition.
We call the result an augmented automaton, the initial state of which is followed by a number of branches that correspond to all available alternative definitions. Figure 3(b) shows the augmented automaton that corresponds to the definitions A 1 = {a, b, c} and A 2 = {a, d} of A (where relevance factors are omitted for simplicity). Each state q of the automaton is labeled by an ordered pair (R, P), where R denotes the set of algorithms run to reach q and P the algorithms pending for reaching the final state of the branch. Note that since more than one alternative definition may rely on the same syntactic properties, multiple states of the automaton may be visited simultaneously.
Identification metrics
In order to design the search procedure controlling the tradeoff between complexity and quality as well as to rank the results, three metrics are introduced: complexity, validity, and certainty.
Complexity
The computational cost required to reach a state q = (R, P) of the augmented automaton is equal to the total complexity of the algorithms associated with the syntactic entities in R. We define as complexity of a state q = (R, P), where R = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n } the syntactic entities required to reach this state, the sum of the complexities associated with these syntactic entities:
c(t) is the complexity of the algorithm τ associated with the syntactic entity t. We also define the total complexity of a set of states Q = {(R 1 , P 1 ), (R 2 , P 2 ), . . . } the quantity
since the same set of syntactic entities may simultaneously lead to different states in the augmented automaton.
Validity
In every state q = (R, P) of the augmented automaton, a subset R of the syntactic entities participating in a definition has been used, hence it represents a "partial definition" of the corresponding semantic entity. reliability of the primary description J of E k , the validity of q is defined as
where t-conorm U is deliberately used as multiple-argument operator due to its associativity property [12] . Equation (8) shows that a partial definition cannot be more valid than the complete one and that validity cannot be reduced as we traverse the automaton. Thus further consideration of syntactic entities can only increase the validity of the definition. Moreover, we define total validity as the fuzzy union of the validities of a set of states Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n }:
For instance, when traversing the automaton of Figure  3 (b) and having used syntactic entities a and b, we reach states q 1 = ({a, b}, {c}) and q 2 = ({a}, {d}), thus Q = {q 1 , q 2 }, which yields
Certainty
Both complexity and validity depend solely on the semantic encyclopedia or, equivalently, they are independent of the data under examination. On the contrary, certainty is used to express the degree of our belief that a semantic entity E k has been identified within a specific multimedia document and depends on the results of the algorithms employed to evaluate the syntactic entities appearing in the definitions of E k .
The certainty of a state q = (R, P) is defined as
where μ Yt is the value of the membership function of the syntactic entity t for the specific multimedia document (see Section 2.1). Observe that for every state q, Certainty is bounded by that state's validity:
Similarly to the total validity of a set of states Q, its total certainty is
Combining (9), (11), and (13), it turns out that
The equivalent augmented automaton
Considering an augmented automaton M 1 which depicts the alternative definitions E kJ1 , E kJ2 , . . . , E kJn of an entity E k , we then form an equivalent augmented automaton M 2 which includes only one definition, namely, E kJ = E kJ1 ∪ E kJ2 ∪ · · · ∪ E kJn . Each state (R, P) of M 2 is a mapping of a set of states of M 1 , (R i , P i ), which we reach by running the algorithms belonging to A:
Observing that (R, P) = ( i R i , i P i ), complexity is defined as Moreover, taking into account (8), (9), and (15), we define as validity of (R, P) of M 2 the total validity of (R i , P i ) of M 1 which, according to (9) , is written as
Finally, certainty arises in similar manner, according to (11), (13) and (15):
Thus the equivalence between M 1 and M 2 stands on the fact that by running the same set of algorithms, we reach a state of the same complexity, validity, and certainty. Considering the automaton of Figure 3(b) , its equivalent is depicted in Figure 4 .
DESIGN METHODOLOGIES
We next consider two possible scenarios; one where semantic search is performed under time constraints and a second where there is a strict demand for a "valid" answer.
Design in terms of complexity
In the case where the identification process is constrained by a limited complexity/time budget C > 0, the search is designed as follows. First, a set Q kC of all states complying with the constraint is found:
From the set Q kC , the state q 0 is chosen which provides maximum validity:
As the order of execution is of no importance, it suffices to run the set of algorithms that leads to the optimal state q 0 .
Design in terms of validity
Considering the inverse problem where we seek for "valid" identification, there applies a validity threshold V , under which no answer is accepted. In this case, the corresponding set Q kV satisfying this criterion is selected:
Next, the state which requires the less complexity is chosen:
Once again, the order of execution of the algorithms plays no role.
OPTIMIZATION USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
When modelling the identification procedure of a semantic entity E k with a single detailed definition E kJd of the form of (2) as E kJd = F kJd1 /Y 1 + · · · + F kJdn /Y n , the resulting automaton has 2 n states, that is, its size grows exponentially with respect to the number of involved syntactic properties. Consequently, minimization required in (20) or (22) performed by exhaustive evaluation of c(q) for all q is practically impossible.
In order to overcome this issue, we convert this optimization task into a "knapsack problem" [17] . We notice that when passing over from one state to another by invoking an algorithm (i.e., evaluating a syntactic property), both complexity and validity grow in a nondecreasing manner. The problem of Section 4.1 can be redefined in the following form.
Given a collection {1, 2, . . . , n} of n algorithms and a complexity threshold C > 0, the goal is to find the optimal set X * (C) = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, with x i ∈ {0, 1} denoting whether algorithm i has been invoked (x i = 1) or not (x i = 0), so as to maximize the quantity (23) under the restriction
This is a variant of the knapsack problem, with a nonlinear profit function (validity) which can be efficiently solved by the use of dynamic programming. Such an approach solves not only the original problem X n (C) of computing maximum validity val n (C) under the threshold C, using n algorithms, but also all subproblems of the form X j (d), where d = 0, . . . , C and j = {1}, {1, 2}, . . . , {1, 2, . . . , n} (with algorithms ordered in a random way). In fact, this process returns an array containing the solutions val
, where all n algorithms are taken into account. The respective states are
We use the Bellman recursion [18] where if val j−1 (d) has been computed for all complexity thresholds d = 0, . . . , C, (1) for
Algorithm 1: Designing with dynamic programming.
then we can calculate val j (d) (i.e., consider algorithm j) as
The pseudocode of this process is presented in Algorithm 1. In order to compute the optimal sets of algorithms (states) X * (d) for each threshold, we observe (see [17, pages 24-25] ) that the set X j (d) in iteration j differs from the previous set X j−1 (d) by at most one item (x j ). It is thus sufficient to keep, in every iteration, a pointer A j (d) ∈ 0, 1, meaning that
algorithm j was not included.
Finally, to reconstruct the set X * (d) by going through the pointers, we do the following. If A n (d) = 1, then algorithm n was included in the optimal set and we go on by checking
This algorithm computes X * (d) and val * (d) in pseudopolynomial time, with worst-case complexity of O(nC), significantly reducing the computational cost, compared to the original O(2 n ). Since all subproblems are solved, it suffices to run this algorithm once, by using C tot = n i=1 (c(t i )) as threshold and compute the optimal states for various thresholds within the space [0, . . . , C tot ]. Thus, if we choose a dense partitioning of this space, we can practically design every search in terms of complexity in constant time (by using the resulting array).
Inversely, when designing in terms of validity, a solution can be found by selecting the first state of the precomputed array that satisfies the criterion. This process must be run for all branches of the augmented automaton. For more information on solving knapsack problems, one should refer to [19] .
EXAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In the following, a set of experiments and examples is presented to display the effectiveness of the proposed method. In the first experiment, a simplified definition of the entity "table" is employed and is identified within a set of sketches. The next experiment tries to identify track and field running within a video sequence consisting of three types of sports and finally the last experiment uses random input (random weights and complexities in definitions) following different distributions and calculates the gain in complexity versus validity for various threshold values and design methods.
Identifying a "table"
For the first experiment, we create a definition for the entity table as shown in Figure 5 . To produce the detailed definition, we use the algebraic product I(a, b) = ab as a fuzzy intersection operator and its dual, the algebraic sum U(a, b) = a + b − ab, for union. Composing the two definitions as described in Section 2.4, the following primary definition of "table" is obtained: For each syntactic property, an estimate of its complexity was experimentally obtained as shown in Table 1 . Complexity units in this list correspond to 10 3 flops. We used the drawings illustrated in Figure 6 to perform the semantic search and calculate the degree (certainty) up to which each drawing contains the entity "table," as defined above. Results of design in terms of validity are illustrated in Table 1 . Two comments are worth to be made. (1) Modifying V results in selection of different algorithms (see, e.g., rows one and two). (2) Relatively high validity and certainty is obtained at reasonably low computational cost, but pushing the validity threshold to its high levels causes abrupt increase of the required complexity.
Similarly, results of design in terms of complexity have been included in Table 2 for complexity bounds C = 3.7, 8, 13, 7. Commenting on these results, decent validity levels are attained even under low complexity constraints. Allowing higher complexity budgets enhances both validity and certainty but the gained increase is not proportional to the additional computational cost.
The results from both design strategies indicate that efficient policies can be adopted for optimal use of resources by balancing between complexity and validity.
Sports identification example
A widely adopted paradigm used for demonstrating semantic search techniques is sports identification and annotation. A variety of such techniques has been presented in the bibliography (see, e.g., [20] [21] [22] ). Present work does not intent to fully confront this problem, but to display how our methodology can be utilized for optimizing existing procedures in terms of computational cost. Figure 5 : Description of the entity "table." In this experiment, we use a 1181-frame video sequence consisting of three types of sports, namely soccer, track and field running, and swimming ( Figure 7 shows three frames of the sequence). Table 3 shows which frames correspond to which sport. By using the definitions E 00J1 = 0.9/E 01 + 0.5/Y 00 ,
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and ignoring their reliability (by setting m = 1) for simplicity, we identify the frames which display running. The entities represented by the above symbols are shown in Table 4 , along with their complexities, where applicable. The values of the relevance factors (weights) denote the importance of each syntactic entity in the identification. For example, note that the syntactic entity "Bordeaux ground color" (Y 01 ) has a value of F 02J101 = 0.9, that is, a high relevance factor. This choice is justified by the importance of color in distinguishing the terrain, as well as the robustness of the algorithm involved. On the other hand, the syntactic entity "8 straight lines" has a lower weight associated with it, even though this entity is very important when identifying the terrain as well. The reason for this is that the method used for line extraction (Hough transform) usually identifies extra straight lines which exist in the environment, apart from the lines of the terrain (Figure 8 ), yielding less accurate results. As for the syntactic entity Y 03 "parallel mobile object movement," the method presented in [23] was employed. In order to obtain the detailed definition of the entity "track and field running," we use the same fuzzy operators 
Execution of all the algorithms (without any optimization method applied) successfully identifies the part of the video sequence displaying track and field running. Still, it is possible to reduce the required complexity of the identification while maintaining satisfactory results, if we choose to use only a subset of the three syntactic entities. Table 5 shows the complexity, validity, and mean certainty value (for those frames displaying running and those that do not) obtained by evaluating all possible combinations of syntactic entities, or equivalently, visiting all states of the corresponding automaton, which is shown in Figure 9 . Figure 10 demonstrates the attained certainty values for the identification of track and field running E 00 in each frame of the video sequence. The three diagrams show the results under different complexity thresholds that have led to states q 2 , q 6 , and q 7 with respective complexities 8, 23, and 43. Commenting on these, one can see that the increase of complexity budget leads to better identification results. However, decent identification of the entity is achieved even when having employed fewer algorithms (states q 2 and q 6 ).
Experiments with random input
A fully synthetic experiment was set up in order to evaluate our method given a variety of randomly distributed relevance factors and algorithm complexities. We present here the design results using two detailed definitions consisting of 30 syntactic properties each. Figures 11(a) These results confirm the remarks made on the first experiment (Section 6.1) regarding the gain of complexity versus validity using the proposed method. Furthermore, from the experiments conducted, we observed that the method is very efficient when dealing with widely distributed values, contrary to the case of distributions with low variance. One could expect this, since algorithms with similar values of complexities (or weights of the corresponding syntactic entities) make the selection between them unimportant (i.e., they can be considered "equivalent" under our scope). 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, a methodology was presented which can act as a mechanism for controlling the computational cost (complexity) of semantic identification while retaining the quality of the result (validity). Our approach could be particularly useful in time-critical applications (real-time or bulky processing). The methodology relies on the mathematical model of a semantic encyclopedia which can be used for identification of semantic entities in multimedia documents. The encyclopedia utilizes fuzzy sets to efficiently model the uncertainty that is associated with high-level vague concepts and is built on a hierarchical structure. Finite automata were used to model the identification design, with each automaton state being triggered by the execution of an algorithm. Dynamic programming was used to reduce the originally exponential number of states that need to be taken into account in order to find the optimal solution. Real life as well as synthetic experiments prove that this method can optimize the search under complexity and validity constraints. This paper does not address the problem of constructing the semantic encyclopedia. However, automatic annotation techniques already presented in the bibliography can be remodelled using the semantic encyclopedia approach, thus enabling complexity control of the annotation and search procedures.
Some remarks are worth to be made concerning the structure of the semantic encyclopedia, as well as the use of the algorithms and syntactic entities. Identification results rely on the amount of information contained in the respective definitions. In the modelling process, it is important that the algorithms employed by these methods are properly evaluated and assigned suitable weights to the corresponding definitions. In this case, the validity that occurs in a state of the search allows us to "trust" the certainty of the identification. This means that we expect that a high certainty value occurs wherever the entity actually exists.
Future work includes the extension of the capabilities of the semantic encyclopedia by use of mathematical logics and a variety of relations (e.g., position, inclusion, etc.,) that would significantly enhance its expressive power.
